Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array
Expanded Very Large Array
Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope
Very Long Baseline Array

ALMA CSV status; array readiness for ES
Time for Transformational Science!

North American ALMA Science Center
Al Wootten
Thanks to Richard Hills & Alison Peck
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Bottom Line: GO for 30 Sep C0 ES
• 20 antennas at AOS

– 3 are 7m antennas; 16 are on first ES compact
configuration.
– 6 (7m) at OSF; 2 in AIV
– Capable; some issues with equipment readiness
– Expect pads for extended configuration by year-end.

• All antennas four bands (some issues with a few)
– One B7 preproduction cartridge, with rotated feeds,
remains
– Locking algorithm on R8.0.3
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20 September 2011
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Credit: ALMA (ESO/NAOJ/NRAO), W. Ga

30 Sep Cycle 0 ES
• Correlator/Spectral Modes

NAASC

– Both ACA and 64 element correlators functioning.
– ‘Spikes’ – interloper signals – understood

• Scientific Verification Data: Five Datasets Released
– 1: TW Hya: Band 7, high spectral resolution (casaguide).
Meredith Hughes, Stuartt Corder, Chunhua Qi, Karin Oberg, Michiel
Hogerheide, Andrea Isella, Dmitry Semenov.
– Additional data on TW Hya is available (without a separate CASA
guide) here: Band 3, Band 6.
– 2: NGC3256: Band 3, low spectral resolution (casaguide).
Kazushi Sakamoto, Alison Peck, Satoki Matsushita, Martin Zwaan.
– 3: Antennae galaxies: Band 7, high spectral resolution
(casaguide). Christine Wilson, Junko Ueda, Francois Boulanger, Nicole
Nesvadba, Cinthya Herrera.
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Spurious signals removed
Cross-correlation on blank sky
•

Associated with
digitizer DC
offsets
• Proper
setting
diminishes
them
• Walsh
switching
suppresses
remainder

Note scale

No Walsh

Walsh Switching
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Software
• Chile - Control

– R8.0.3 tested and accepted (to be used Cycle 0)
– End-to-end tests of user science program completed
– R8.1 testing advanced

• User
– OT used for submission of more than 919 proposals
– Archive
• Bulk data mirroring OSF-SCO
• Data mirroring to ARCs fully operational

– CASA/casaguides in widespread use
• Simdata used in conjunction with many proposals
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Other Cycle 0 Initiatives
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• Observing Modes
– Single field (see TW Hya, N3256 SV data)
– Small mosaics (see ‘Antennae’ SV data)
– BUT…many approved proposals contained many sources in a single
‘science goal’. In general, submitted proposals were more complex
than expected; project will proceed with ‘best efforts’.

• Calibration
– Amplitude, Phase: Working well
– Calibrator Catalogue: Progressing

• Limitations we wish we had implemented for Cycle 0:
– Maximum number of sources/proposal
– Maximum number of spectral setups
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Cycle 1 Proposed Timeline
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2011:
• October 15: Freeze of proposed capabilities, baseline and stretch; documentation
begins
• December 1 (or 2 months after the start of Cycle 0) : Announcement of Cycle 1
• December 16: First version of documents for the CfP available for comments
2012:
• January 18: Deadline for final input to Science Portal content and decision on which
stretch capabilities can be supported (others removed at that point).
• February 1: Call for Proposals
• March 29: Deadline for Proposal submission
• April 10: Start of Science Assessments, Stage 1
• May 10: Deadline Stage 1
• May 16: Start of Stage 2, reading of remaining proposals
• May 28 – June 1: ARP/APRC meetings
• June/July: Technical Assessments and Phase 2
• August 1: Start Cycle 1 observations. Nine months; 1400 hrs or 60% of SciOps
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Cycle I Capabilities (Proposed)
•

•

•

Antennas:
– 32 x 12m in modified 50-antenna array pending pad readiness
– ACA with 6 x 7m and 1 x 12m. One configuration aimed at short
spacing combination with above.
Bands:
– Current B3, B6, B7, B9
– Stretch: B4, B8 on ACA antennas only
Correlator:
– Add capability to do spectral averaging
– Independent Bandwidth/Resolution in basebands
– Independent baseband tuning, sideband separation
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Cycle I Capabilities (Proposed)
•
•
•

Mosaics: 150 pointings/schedule block
Solar Observations: no amplitude calibration, focus on morphology and
time variation of features
Program considerations
– Target of Opportunity
– Director’s Discretionary Time
– Scheduling sharpness only 1-2 weeks
– No large programs
– No project transferral to Cycle 2
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Cycle 1 Early Science Capabilities
(Proposed)
•

Polarization
• Campaign Aug/Sep 2011 (Moellenbrock, Nagai, Kern, Schmid,
Fomalont)
• Results not yet fully analyzed
• Spectral structure seen in previous campaign B3 confirmed;
identified in B6 & B7. Seems stable; origin unclear.
• Suggest to 1% in I.
• Near beam center. Perhaps out to 75% power sensitivity.
• Stretch: Spectral line polzn, but may be constrained by frequency
structure.
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Polarization Update
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• For the recent campaign we had good weather and generated
large amounts of data. We are working to analyze this data
but it is going to take a while due to the current pressures in
other areas.
• We are getting consistent measurements of amount and
orientation of linear polarization on quasars in bands 3, 6 and
7. On 1924-292 the orientation between these bands is good
to ~3 degrees meaning that we have the geometry of the
system right. (The receivers themselves have different
orientations.)
• The orientation is in agreement with a July VLBA observation
at 15 GHz at about the ~10 degree level.
• We tried to check the values on the classic calibrator 3C286
but did not succeed (yet) due to low signal to noise.

R. E. Hills
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The presence of complicated frequency structure in the

Polarization Update (2)
•

instrumental polarization at Band 3 was confirmed.

• The two traces are the leakages in the two linear feeds on a
particular antenna, colors are different scans and different
basebands – e.g. upper and lower sideband.
• Appears that reflections from the warm optics may be a
contributor but there are others, not yet identified.
R. E. Hills

Polarization Update (3)
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• Very variable from antenna to antenna. (Case shown is one
of the worst. Note that leakage is ~ 1%.)
• The structure is reasonably stable over observing period of
several hours. Data is consistent with the leakage being
stable over period of months (Feb to August).
• So: reasonable prospects for calibrating this out. But the
structure is strongly dependent on position in primary beam,
which means that accurate pointing is critical and extended
sources will be difficult.
• Structures in Band’s 6 and 7 appear to be simpler.
• A numerical problem was found with the “solver” used to
extract the antenna-specific terms from the polarized
visibility data. This needs to be fixed before we can take this
much further.
R. E. Hills

